On Friday, a crowd of students, alumni, faculty and trustees witnessed Bryant's unveiling its latest addition at the entrance of the College. The crowd cheered as the new entrance sign was revealed. Many admired the new entrance sign for it was beautifully designed.

The new world logo is a tribute to Bryant College, its future and alumni according to President Ronald MacMillan in his Interoffice communication.

The new sign was designed by Malcolm Greer & Associates and will be fully lighted in the future.

Bryant Loses Valuable Member

by Mary Lyons
Bryant Professor

Jeannette White, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English, died Tuesday, November 3 after a long illness. With her passing, the Bryant College community has lost a dedicated teacher, scholar, advisor and friend.

Dr. White leaves her husband, Dr. Clement White, a professor of Spanish at the University of Rhode Island and her two sons, Sekou, a sophomore at Boston University and Asha, a freshman at Boston College. She also leaves her mother, two sisters, brother and several nieces and nephews. She was a native of St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, where her funeral will take place this weekend.

The College plans a memorial service at a date to be announced.

Dr. White came to Bryant in 1989 shortly after completing her doctorate at Brown University, where she specialized in Shakespearean Studies.

Dr. White’s students knew well her love of reading and writing and her passion for teaching. Prepared meticulously for every class, she gently guided her students to appreciate the meaning and structure of challenging literature, to develop their own insights and to express themselves convincingly in thoughtful discussion and careful writing. She held her students to very high standards and drew a loyal following to the array of upper-level English and Humanities courses she taught.

Dr. White’s course offerings included four she developed for the English Department: Minority Literature, Music of the Spheres, Shakespeare, and Immigrant Daughters. Her publications included critical studies of Shakespeare and of contemporary and historical minority writers.

Her contributions to the College community were equally extensive. Dr. White served on several college committees every year and was both a teacher in and an advisor to Project Venture, a cooperative College-community summer program for at-risk students from urban middle-schools.

Most recently she served as the advisor to SURGE, the College's literary magazine. The editorial board has dedicated its second edition of SURGE to Dr. White, citing her as "the inspiration and driving force" behind the effort and praising her for "her guidance and continuing dedication to the cause."

Dr. White has left a legacy of quality, gentility, integrity, and brilliance. Her family and many friends will miss her dearly and profoundly.
Meaning

In the recent issue of The Archway, a letter to the editor, titled “Concerned” was placed on page two of the newspaper. Concerns from a variety of department members and members of the Bryant Community had a major fit as to why The Archway would print something of that nature. This feeling escalated and probably created a stir because numerous Bryant Trustees were on campus last week for the unveiling of the sign. The letter was also undid with many of its conclusions, and therefore The Archway apologizes for its publication. However, current policy permitted such a letter, and we will re-evaluate these policies accordingly.

We can understand that the Bryant Community may be upset over the letter, especially with the timing of its publication. However, the job of promoting a positive image of the campus belongs to Colleges Relations and not The Archway. That has to be clearly understood by the readers of the paper.

Bryant College has changed over the years and so has The Archway. We are now The Bryant College, Public Relations in the department of the campus, nor will The Archway ever be. We will no longer be a laughable weekly publication the way we have been in the previous years. Like the College, The Archway is too trying to change. We are trying to become a better paper that is more connected to its readers and the community. We are trying to limit the newspaper business. However, we will say that during this change there will be some highs and lows.

Quite simply, a campus newspaper is suppose to look at issues that concern the students, hence The Archway is in no obligation to make someone look good or bad.

Our change to covering Bryant from a different angle has offended many people on this campus. This is not our intention, however, The Archway is here to look at Bryant objectively in the News Section and subjectively in the Opinion Section. The Archway does not feel it has to print only “good” image stories, but rather give’s hard look at the problems that Bryant faces. Problems that are usually swept under the rug in the past will no longer be hidden from the students. One must remember that students are the most important element of this or any other college. Who does the faculty and administrators really work for? Without the students, they would be out of a job.

It is easy to blame The Archway for creating a stir in this administration. It is easy to blame The Archway for bad public relations. However, for those who are unaware of policies in the newspaper business, let us enlighten you. First, a letter to the editor is not considered a news piece, therefore The Archway did nothing wrong to print this letter without informing Mr. Coronado. However, if this was a news piece, then it would have been our responsibility to give Mr. Coronado an opportunity to respond to the accusations.

Since this was an opinion of someone in the community, The Archway felt it should be printed. If newspapers had to inform every single person of a letter to the editor then it loses its strength. For example, President Clinton does not know about every negative opinionated letter written about him. It is only after it is published when President Clinton can respond to the accusations. This is the policy of many newspapers in the country.

Finally, The Archway is a letter to the editor from a student. As such, students deserve to know what is happening on campus whether it be the sporting events or possible internal problems. The Archway is here to help bring to light any problems that affect the general population of this campus. After all, Bryant cannot become a better institution unless administration is willing to look at the student problems. By bringing these problems to light, The Archway feels that we have done the public a service. Whether these accusations of Mr. Coronado are true remains to be seen. However, The Archway will stand up there if there are more problems being “swept under the rug”—a mechanism that has worked in previous years—the newspaper will diligently bring to those issues to light.

Again, The Archway’s intent is not to damage the reputation of anyone but to only bring issues to light.

In Defense

To the Concerned Bryant Student published in the last edition of the Archway (page 2):

You expressed a concern for your safety and those of the Bryant Community. While one’s ability to obtain dormitory room keys and information on any Bryant student is a valid concern, for your atypical experience. George Coronado and the Department of Public Safety was uncalled-for.

If you had worked with Mr. Coronado as I have, you would know that all of your assertions are false. A few weeks ago, I was the victim of anti-Semitism (prejudice against Jews), a federal hate crime. I immediately brought my concern to the attention of Mr. Coronado. He immediately took the time to protect the Department of Public Safety. He worked day and night (literally) to build a case and reach a resolution. We have a good idea of who perpetrated the verbal attacks and I can tell you that because of the efforts of George Coronado, the anti-Semitism of all of his co-complainants will soon be brought to justice.

Also, you have characterized Mr. Coronado as a man who “roams around campus with a poker face” and “bothers the Bryant Community into thinking he is concerned about the safety and security of the campus.” I can tell you from first hand experience that he wears an expression of sincerity, not a “poker face” as you have untruthfully called it. His primary concern is you, not politics. You have called him “nepot” when I would call him the right man for the job with a lot of experience in protecting college students.

From the way that Mr. Coronado and the Department of Public Safety helped me to combat the atrocious crime of anti-Semitism, I can tell you that they are very competent. I have few other suggestions for the improvement of our police force. We have a great deal of confidence in their ability to protect the entire Bryant College community from how they proved themselves in my situation. Might I suggest, that you should not insult the very people who you would like to publicly thank George Coronado for his exemplary efforts to resolve my situation. I have found a new friend in him and can say that his foremost concern is for your safety. Perhaps you should have sat down with Mr. Coronado before attempting to publicly tarnish his reputation.

A BRYANT STUDENT
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Page 2 THE ARCHWAY
Thursday, November 6, 1997
We hope that everyone had a fun but safe Halloween Weekend. Now you can read below to find out what happened on the Campus that night.

Lauren Galar
Students For-A-Safer Campus

Towed Vehicle - 10/27/97 While on mobil patrol, a DPS officer noticed a car illegally parked. The officer requested that DPS Dispatch run a computer check on the car. The car showed a variety of outstanding violations, which resulted in the vehicle being towed.

Car Fire - 10/27/97 A student reported a fire that occurred, which was parked in one of the commuter lots, caught on fire. DPS arrived at the scene to quickly extinguish the fire. The car was completely destroyed by the fire.

Vandalism - 10/27/97 A student contacted DPS to report that approximately two weeks ago they believed that somebody had unsuccessfully tried to enter into the townhouse. Entry was not gained, however several screens were damaged. DPS is further investigating this matter.

Vehicle Boot - 10/28/97 A DPS officer noticed a vehicle parked illegally in the parking lot of the Cornerstone Pub. A check of the vehicle registration revealed five unpaid violations. The vehicle was cited again for illegal parking, and a vehicle boot was applied.

Motor Vehicle Accident - 10/28/97 DPS officers were dispatched to a motor vehicle accident in the Senior Apartment lot. Upon arrival, officers determined that a vehicle backing out of a parking space had struck another vehicle that was passing by. No injuries were reported, and there was only minor damage to one vehicle.

Vandalism - 10/29/97 It was reported to DPS by a custodian that someone had broken a window in the Unistute. It appears someone threw a trash can at a window, causing the interior pane to break. HVAC responded to cover the broken area with tape and to prevent any injuries. DPS is investigating.

Vandalism - 11/01/97 A person broke a window while trying to contact another student. The suspect admitted fault for his actions. HVAC responded to cover the broken glass.

Theft - 11/01/97 During the time that the Junction was open, someone broke into the refrigerator on the upper level and stole several items. The value of the items taken has not been determined by the owner of the Junction. Anyone having information about this theft should contact DPS.

Fire Alarm False - 11/01/97 DPS responded immediately to one of the residence halls, and the fire alarm had gone off. After searching the hall for a reasonable cause, the fire alarm was ruled accidental.

Vandalism - 11/01/97 DPS responded to a call placed by a student reporting that their tires had been deflated.

Drug Violation - 11/01/97 While DPS was securing a residence hall, a DPS officer noticed a student smoking an illegal substance out of a suite window. After investigating the matter, DPS findings of marijuana and drug paraphernalia were confiscated. Charges are being filed with the College.

Vandalism - 11/02/97 It was reported to DPS that someone had pushed a couch out of a 4th floor window of one of the residence halls. The couch hit the 3rd floor window, causing it to break. Other damage was also noted. DPS is investigating further.

Vandalism - 11/02/97 It was reported to DPS that when a student was out of their room, someone entered and poured candle wax all over their personal items, causing damage. DPS is further investigating this matter.

Summary of Events:
Towed Vehicles: 1
Fire Alarms: 8
Vandalism: 8
Informational: 2
Vehicle Boot: 1
Motor Vehicle Accidents: 1
Burglary: 1
Theft: 5
EMT Calls: 2
Drug Violation: 1

The Public Safety Beat is sponsored in part by DPS and Students for A-Safer Campus, in order to comply with the Federal Students Right To Know-Exon and Campus Security Act.

DPS encourages the use of their escort service which is available 24 hours a day to anyone upon request. Call 232-6001.

Persons who provide information leading to the apprehension of someone who has maliciously initiated a fire alarm or has misused fire equipment are eligible to receive a $1000 reward. It is a felony to misuse fire equipment and the College will prosecute offenders.

Please do not park or operate vehicles on sidewalks or grass. DPS will enforce with citations.

It is the policy of the Department of Public Safety not to disclose information regarding EMT calls to the general public.

The Director of Public Safety, Mr. George Coronado, is available every Wednesday from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. in the Bryant Center Conference Room #1 to discuss any issue with students. Mr. Coronado is also available at other times by appointment.

Email Outrage
To the Bryant Disciplinary Board:

I am writing to the Archway to express my outrage over the decision regarding the expulsion of the freshman (Mike M) who sent the offensive e-mail to the campus. I am not privy to the facts, but I can say that it seems that the decision to expel him was made without due process and investigation of all potential factors.

I have no personal connection to the student in question, but I am outraged by the decision made. I believe that everyone deserves a fair hearing and due process in all cases, and I find it unconscionable that someone was expelled for a single action.

I urge the Disciplinary Board to revisit this decision and ensure that justice is served.

Pleased Parents

To the editor,

We are writing this letter to express both our gratitude and pleasure with the Department of Public Safety director, Mr. George Coronado. In response to an on campus incident, which involved our child who is a Bryant student, Mr. Coronado displayed professionalism, respect, caring character, and a sense of responsibility that made us feel comfortable in a scary situation.

We are truly grateful and impressed with Mr. Coronado's professionalism and his department's dedication to ensuring the safety and well-being of all students on campus. He handled the situation with the utmost care and concern, always putting our child's safety and well-being first.

We are very pleased with the professionalism of Mr. Coronado and his department, and we want to thank them for their dedication to keeping our child safe.

Sincerely,

[Name]

Name withheld
Emailer Punishment Unfair

To Bryan Disciplinary Board:

I am writing in regards of the disciplinary action that was taken upon freshman Mike M. I am discouraged by the decision that was made following his hearing. He wrote an offensive e-mail and is being punished to such an extent that results in suspension for the remainder of the semester. You can’t tell me that there hasn’t been vulgar language written on e-mail before, and if these individuals weren’t punished, then why should he. He was writing a response that was meant for only one person to see, but the individual who received the response had it forwarded to everyone else on campus.

I personally do not think the situation was handled properly. I don’t see how this educational institution can suspend or even expel this individual for what he has done.Probation seems to be in order here, not suspension or expulsion. He made a mistake; everyone makes mistakes and tries to learn from them. This was his first offense; why is he receiving this severe of punishment? It seems a little extreme to me; if everyone received this severe of punishment for breaking a rule at Bryant, how many students would have been suspended so far?

I thought that at Bryant we were supposed to be like a family, we are supposed to live and learn together and be a unit a one. What kind of punishment for breaking a rule at Bryant, how many students should he. He was writing a response that was meant for only one person or expulsion. He made a mistake; everyone make mistakes and tries to learn from them. When we come to this school, we are young and immature. College is supposed to help us grow and mature into responsible adults, as long as we are given the chance.

You have people on this campus who have been caught using and selling drugs, and they aren’t even given this severe of a punishment. They are just given a slap on the wrist and told not to do it again. Is this college trying to see what would happen if they stuck by their decision. When we come to this school, we are young and immature. College is supposed to help us grow and mature into responsible adults, as long as we are given the chance.

You have people on this campus who have been caught using and selling drugs, and they aren’t even given this severe of a punishment. They are just given a slap on the wrist and told not to do it again. Is this college trying to see what would happen if they stuck by their decision.

I would really hate to see what would happen if they stuck by their decision.

Name withheld upon request

Upset

Dear Editor:

I have been a staff member here at Bryant College for over two decade and in that time I have never seen an editor of The Archway act so irresponsible as you are in allowing this article attacking Mr. Coronado to be printed. You should know that many administrators and staff member in our community are enraged by your thoughtless act and consider your decision to print this piece of “trash” as a single-handed decision on your part that will forever discredit The Archway.

Mr. Coronado is a hard working, intelligent, caring, honest individual with a fine character and does not deserve the sort of treatment you have given him. You may try to defer the blame to the person who wrote the letter before you, but you are the one who printed it as it is printed. Had you taken the time to meet with Mr. Coronado perhaps you would have thought better of your decision to print this letter. Everyone who knows Mr. Coronado stands behind him. Unfortunately, we cannot say the same about you and the Archway and there has been considerable talk to boycott it until you are removed as its editor. The least you can do is to publicly apologize to Mr. Coronado and to Mr. George Coronado.

We will never again believe anything that this paper prints. This may be fine for you because you will move on and forget this incident but those of us who stay on at Bryant will never forget YOU were involved. Your legacy will live on. It is ironic that if you were in some sort of trouble it would probably be Mr. Coronado to rush to defend you.

I challenge you to print this letter but am certain you will not because you have already shown the kind of character you have. I also will not sign my letter as that is the tabloid fashion in which you have lead this paper.

A Staff Member Telling the Truth

Editor’s Response: It is unfortunate that a letter written to bring an issue to light have flustered so many on this campus. Our intentions were to bring issues to light, and since it was a letter to the editor (not written by me) the only way to correct this was to print the letter in its entirety. The letter was addressed to me in respect to my position as Editor-in-Chief and as such I was obligated to contact Mr. Coronado for a response. Please read this week’s editorial for the policy is clearly explained. The Archway did not attack Mr. Coronado, another member of this community did. We tried to give Mr. Coronado an opportunity to speak on Tuesday, however he declined to comment. Please read page 4 of this week’s issue. As to your challenge, what type of character does the Archway show when it prints your letter?

New Locks to be Installed

The Archway tried to interview Mr. George Coronado on Tuesday so he can rebuttal the accusations made towards him in last week’s issue by a Concerned Friend. However, Mr. Coronado refused to comment on the situation. Mr. Coronado’s only response was to reply with the following written statement:

The College will install new locks in Halls 14, 15, and 16 over the next several weeks. In the meantime, residents remain safe with Department of Public Safety (DPS) officers on duty 24 hours a day who patrolled these areas frequently. Residents may also call the DPS office at anytime with any concern.

Based upon an extensive investigation, we are sure that the key did not fall into the wrong hands, but was simply misplaced. In spite of this, we are responding to public concern to insure that our residents feel comfortable and safe. DPS records indicate that there is no increase in the type of incident which would lead someone to think otherwise.

If there are questions related to this issue, you are invited to speak to the director of public safety directly at 232-6001.

STUDENT SENATE

Strategic Goals Progress Reports

GOAL 1: Total Evaluation of Food Services (Defense)

If successful: We will have established a long-term plan for the Senate to fully evaluate customer satisfaction. We will also establish a complete analysis of present food operations and policies.

Progress Made: 1) Student Senate had Bill Petti, Director of Dining Services, speak at the Student Senate meeting on October 29, 1997. He answered questions and concerns regarding Aramark’s food service.

2) Student Senate conducted a satisfaction survey concerning Aramark’s services. From the survey, Senate has established a new goal. It will be the goal of Senate to increase the number of satisfied students by 15%.

3) Student Senate is planning a “round table” meeting with all managers of Aramark services.

GOAL 2: Examine the Allocation Process of the Student Activity Fee (Offense)

If successful: Students will feel that the student activity fee is adequate and appropriately allocated.

Progress Made: 1) Research will be completed by next week. Research is being compiled concerning other universities’ and colleges’ procedures in allocation processes.

2) Survey will be distributed in next few weeks

GOAL 3: To Develop a Faculty Advising System (Special Teams)

If successful: Starting with the class of 2002, every student will be given a full-time faculty advisor upon choosing a major.

Progress Made: 1) Research has been compiled from other schools and universities.

2) Will be setting up a survey to be distributed to full-time faculty; two questions regarding faculty mentorship.
**Features**

**Panhellenic Council Supports Zero Tolerance Day**

Jill Lewis  
Panhellenic President

On November 1, 1997 the state of Rhode Island held Zero Tolerance Day to stop domestic violence. Panhellenic Council took a proactive approach by being a part of a S.O.L.D.E.R. (Self Defense) WORKSHOP, which was held last Wednesday night in Papito. David Portney, President of the Women’s Rights Group, came to demonstrate self defense techniques and to hand out demonstration of the facts about the violence and pressure points that can quickly and effectively disable any attacker. There was a fairly large turnout, and women went away with many new defenses.

In support of one of our philanthropies, the Sojourner House in Providence, Panhellenic distributed informational cards and stickers for Zero Tolerance Day. The theme of the Day was “Act Now to Stop the Violence!”, Panhellenic hopes women take advantage of the services available to them if anything happens.

On November 20, 1997, Panhellic will be holding our Annual JUMP ROPE-A-THON and having a Parent’s Night to benefit the Sojourner House. Please keep your eyes posted for more information about these events.

**Army ROTC Corner**

Cadet Jeff Holt  
Staff Sergeant of Staff

How’s everyone doing? I hope everybody had a nice and safe Halloween. You’re never too old to do a little Trick or Treating. Physical training started off a little slow this week; it must be because everyone is still tired from last week’s PT. I know it couldn’t be from eating too much candy over the weekend. could it? It’s not easy sweating out all that chocolate and gooey creamy nougat, but the cadre found a way to party our bodies, as they always do.

Last week was the first Diagnostic Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT). All soldiers and cadets in the Army, Army Reserve, and National Guard must take the APFT every six months. The APFT is a three-event physical performance test used to assess muscular endurance and cardiovascular fitness. The APFT consists of as many push-ups as you can do in two minutes, followed by two minutes of sit-ups and finally a 2-mile run. The weather was a little dreary, and the overall scorecard and will make them want even more responsibility. As a leader, you are a teacher and responsible for developing your subordinates. Give them challenges and opportunities you feel they can handle. Give them responsibility when they show you they are ready. Their initiative will amaze you.

**ARMY ROTC:** The Smartest College Course You Can Take.

**Trick or Treat!**

Gayle Zabek

As kids, Halloween was always a favorite holiday. When else could you get candy just because you dressed up? Halloween combines those two loved experiences—dressing up and collecting candy. It was always a treat to have candy, especially when your parents, grandparents, or family friends gave it to you. Girls and boys loved to dress up in Mom’s dresses and make up Dad’s hats, ties, and suits. The object was to be either a beautiful, beloved, or a时一个非常重要的节日。此外，你也可以得到糖果，光因为你知道你穿了衣服。万圣节结合了这两个喜欢的体验——打扮和收集糖果。它总是个好机会，你有糖果，尤其是当你父母，祖父母，或者家人给你。女孩和男孩喜欢打扮成妈妈的裙子，或者爸爸的帽子，领带，西装。目的是打扮成一个美丽，可爱，或者你穿的衣服。”

**Policies for Letters to the Editor**

All Letters to the Editor should be typed and preferably submitted on a 3.5 disk saved in a rich text file with your full name and telephone number.

**Submissions should be received by 4:00 PM on Tuesday afternoons to The Archway Office (second floor of the MAC) or Box 7.**

Letters to the Editor may be printed anonymously by request of the writer and approval by The Archway Editorial Staff. Letters which include names of individuals, dates and times, events and places which would be construed as a statement of fact that can hurt someone or an entities reputation may not be printed at the discretion of the editorial staff. However, these letters can and may be pursued as an article.

The Archway Editorial Staff has the right to:

1. **Edit a Letter to the Editor due to its content;**
2. **Request that the writer edit their submission,** or
3. **Refuse to print the letter.**

The Archway is not in the business of hurting reputations. The policies listed above will assist in holding true to this statement.
A Sample of Spring/Summer Internship Opportunities
Office of Career Services

Details of the following listings are located in the 1998 Internship Binders by Concentration

Careers '98 Recruitment Conference New York, NY
January 12, 1998

This conference is designed to help current students find, interview for, and get the job or summer internship they want. Brochures are available on the student tables in the Office of Career Services. You can apply online, though you must do so by November 21.

Actuarial Career Day Manhattan, NY
January 2, 1998

Jointly sponsored by ASNY and CAGNY, freshmen through Graduate students are welcome to attend. Students concentrating in mathematics, economics, computer science and general business are invited. The day is designed to provide a background of understanding so that an actuarial career may be intelligently compared with careers in other fields. Full-time and summer employment opportunities will be available. Major insurance organizations and consulting firms in the New York Metropolitan area will be represented. Pre-Registration Packages are available in the Actuarial 391 binder for all students interested in attending. Deadline for applications: December 11.

RI State House Internship Program
Spring 1998

Students interested in working within a governmental agency in their area of concentration are invited to apply. Past placements have been in the policy-making area in the Governor’s Office; the legal area with DCYF or family court; the Auditor General’s Office; the Economic Development Office and much more. For details, ask for the State House Binder, located at the Internship Desk. Deadline: November 15 for applications.

Accounting Internships
Spring 1998

Many opportunities are available in Providence and the surrounding areas. Be sure to look through the ACT 391 binder if you are planning to apply for a spring internship as soon as possible. Many employers have established November deadlines that you do not want to miss!

1998 Internship Program

Sophomores and Juniors who wish to secure an internship this Spring, Summer or Fall '98 must attend one of the following sessions:

Last Session for this Fall!!

Wednesday Nov. 12
3:30 pm  Rm 278

The session will provide you with the requirements needed, procedures to follow and the resources available to secure an internship!

Week of:

11/7-11/13

#Treat Yourself Right
ANNOUNCEMENTS

The National Marionette Theatre presents Peter Pan
Friday, November 14th, 6:30 PM, Janikies Auditorium, $3.00 General Admission
Tickets available at the Bryant Center Information Desk or at Janikies Auditorium the evening of the performance.

Silk Floral Arrangements with Heavenly Silks etc.
Paul D. Lucas Artistic Designer
Under Management of Richard E. Payne
Monday, November 17th, 6:00 PM, MRC 4, Registration Fee $10.00
Please Register at the Office of Student Activities by Friday, November 14th.

Fresh or Silk flowers. This is always a question during holidays, special events, weddings or as center pieces. Heavenly Silks etc. Artistic Director Mr. Paul Lucas would like to invite you to an evening of creating and designing silk floral arrangements. Participants will have the opportunity to create their own personal silk flower arrangement with assistance and instruction from the guest presenter. Our presenter has many years of experience in coordinating weddings, banquets, social events, starting a floral business and presenting floral shows.

PICASSO at the LAPIN AGILE
Thursday, November 20th, 7:30 PM, Providence Performing Arts Center, $31.00
Tickets will be available at the Bryant Center Information Desk

Great minds of the 20th century meet in the critically-acclaimed first play written by actor and comedian Steve Martin. This play unites Pablo Picasso and Albert Einstein at a Paris bar in 1904 before either man has achieved international success. Share in the comedic results as the two emerging geniuses square off to explore a range of subjects including the promise of a new century, modern art, sex and the Theory of Relativity.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Thursday, December 4th, 8:00 PM, Trinity Repertory Company, $20.00
Tickets will be available at the Bryant Center Information Desk
ROVING REPORTER

What do you think of the new entrance sign?

“I like it a lot. It is very nice, but no one can see it at night because there are no lights.” Vandana Makkacherry '00

“The sign is very representative of the College and its mission. It was a good day to be part of. I am glad I was able to participate.” Brad Weissman '99

“I think it’s cool, but it needs lighting so you can see it at night.” Lynne Morrison 2000

“I think it makes the entrance to the college more attractive. My suggestion would be to add lighting so it can be seen at night.” Rob Kurisko '98

“I think it’s great improvement over the last entrance sign.” Michael Moreira '98

“I think it’s great and a good symbol of Bryant moving towards a global perspective.” Ahmed El-Mofty ’98

“I like it because you can see the sign this year and there is no way you’ll drive by it.” Kelly Dosens ’99

“I think it looks a lot better than the old one.” Heather Corrimal ‘98
From the President's Desk...

by Francis Doehner
Student Senate President

The Senate was very busy in October and we are starting November just as busy. It is our mission to be the voice of the students. For the rest of the year we will be there for you to voice your concerns. We will also be making more initiatives to get your opinion.

Last month we visited every residence hall, and many other places on campus. Over that time we saw roughly 41% of the undergraduate population at Bryant. Call created the three strategic goals for the Senate. The goals are longer in time and have a substantial amount of research required behind them. It is our hope to get these accomplished by May. Be sure to take a look at a description of these goals in this issue of The Link.

I would like to take a minute to describe a word that embodies the Senate: Pro-Active. We as a Senate are trying this year, an approach that includes not only tackling the problems that students have had to go through or are going through now. Our focus is also on looking to the future and at many of the fundamental systems that are in place to see how things can be changed for the better. Change for the sake of change is not a good idea, change because it will make our lives or the lives of future students at Bryant better is what we are working for. Our plan, which is working well so far, has allowed us to address concerns with speed and effectiveness, while working on our strategic goals and long-term projects.

Finally I would like to say that we as a Senate are here for you. We ran to help you and serve you. Please come and tell us if you have something wrong. Give us some feedback as to how you think we are doing. If you need help or have a concern feel free to call me at *6043 or e-mail the Senate at "senate@bryant.edu." Enjoy the upcoming Thanksgiving break.

From the Vice President's Desk...

by Brian Willinsky
Student Senate Vice President

Hope the semester is going well for everyone. The Student Senate has just completed another successful Parents' and Family Weekend. Thanks to the outstanding job done by co-chairs Molly Devanney and Julie Piccirilli, we were able to draw a record number of more than 1100 guests for the weekend!!! A new addition to this weekend that I was proud to take part in was the 1st Annual Dean’s List Reception on Saturday morning. Dean Briden, President Machtey, and Betty Powers were on hand to address both the recipients of the 1997-spring semester Dean’s List and their parents. I was happy to see that students who achieve this honor were finally recognized and awarded in a formal way.

In other news, the Student Senate Campus Campaign was extremely successful. We heard your comments and suggestions, and now we will do our best to effectively act upon them.

We have divided the Senate into three teams to review the following: Food Operations, Academic Advising, and the Student Activity fee at Bryant. These teams will take part in background research, analysis, and formulation of improvements to these areas of focus.

Good luck on your exams, papers, etc. everyone, and remember to come see me with your new club Constitution proposals and any other ideas. My # is 6179 or 4709, or drop a message in my box in the Senate office. Thank you.
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As chair of the Senate Web Page Committee, I’m pleased to announce that the debut of the NEW and IMPROVED Senate Web Page has arrived! The Senate Web Page can be found at www.bryant.edu/senate. It debuted just in time for Parents’ and Family Weekend.

The purpose of this site is for the entire Bryant Community to: (1) Learn more about the Student Senate, (2) Find out what happened at the previous Senate meeting, (3) Voice opinions, (4) See what the Senate is doing for the Bryant Community, and (5) Learn more about Bryant College, Clubs and Organizations.

The Student Senate Web Page Committee consists of: Tim Bertrand (Sophomore Senator), Robert Blain (Junior Senator), Oscar Malone (Class of 98), Alicia Manders (Junior Senator), Brian McCarthy (Sophomore Senator), Harold Peacock, Jr. (Senior Senator - CHAIR)

The committee has worked very hard to make this one of the best Bryant-affiliated home pages around. We are willing to hear any suggestions the Bryant Community may have concerning the Bryant College Web Page. Feel free to submit those suggestions in any one of our boxes at the Student Senate office (located on the 3rd Floor of the Bryant Center) or e-mail the Student Senate at senate@bryant.edu.

Student Senate on the Internet

Harold S. Peacock, Jr.
Student Senate Web Page Chair

STUDENT SENATE COMMITTEES

Parents' and Family Weekend
Julianne Piccirilli
Parents’ and Family Weekend Co-Chair

“Family Traditions” is a Success

Parents’ and Family Weekend proved to be the best yet. From Friday night’s Comedy Showcase and the “We Are Family” Band Dance, continuing to Saturday’s array of fun-filled activities and the entertaining Main Attraction, to Sunday’s finale of the Mardi-Gras Jazz Breakfast, activities were enjoyed by all. The Student Senate is pleased to announce that 1,130 people (321 families) participated in this wonderful weekend, which was the most participation we have on record.

Without the cooperation of Catering, Bryant Center Operations, Physical Plant, and Athletics, as well as the entire Bryant Community, the weekend would never have been possible.

Thanks again to all those who helped us make “Family Traditions” such a great success. We hope the Bryant Community as well as their families thoroughly enjoyed the weekend. Looking forward to many more “Family Traditions” to come!
Senior Class Update

Scott Taylor
Senior Class Chair

How is the job search or the graduate school pursuit going for everyone? To some it may seem like 186 days is far away, but to others it is an opportunity to move on in life. The Senior Class Committee has been busy planning for the last 5 days here at Bryant, Senior Week. We received 62 surveys back, 61 replied YES to include the Spirit of Boston, and we have gone ahead in booking it for the Wednesday of Senior Week. If you did not receive a survey in your box, please call the Senate office at x 6271. You will receive a letter in your school mailbox, right before the Thanksgiving Break, detailing where you can buy tickets for the Senior Class Banquet, Spirit of Boston, and booking hotel reservations. It is crucial you pay ahead of time for Senior Week to help lower the cost of the events. We are also going to send a letter to your parents informing them of the cost of events to provide them an opportunity to pay for food @ Foxwoods, $3 for Keno, and $2 pull-tabs. The bus leaves @ 5pm near the dumpster in between the old and new townhouses, and will return to Bryant around 12:30am. Tickets are available @ the Info Desk.

Congratulations to Linda Gorkski for winning the "Best Costume" at the Monster Mash held at the Cornerstone last Thursday. The next Senior night at the Cornerstone is Thursday, November 13th.

The Senior Class Committee Meeting welcomes anyone to join us every Sunday Night @ 6pm in J6.

For more info on a particular Senate committee, or if you would like to join one, please contact that Committee’s chair.

NOTE:
ANYONE can be involved in a Senate committee!
You do not have to be a Senator to get involved. Join a Committee today!!!

Greek Liaisons

Tim Bertrand & Bob Fressola
Student Senate Greek Liaisons

Hello fellow students. This committee has been designed in order to hear the issues that the Greek leaders, and their constituents, feel are important to bring forward to the student body via the use of the Student Senate. Two Student Senate representatives, Tim Bertrand and Bob Fressola, will be attending each of the Greek "Roundtable Meetings" in which the Presidents of the Greek organizations come together to discuss important issues. During this meeting there is a time in which the two organizations can interact and discuss their views on pressing campus issues. For example, recently the Greek organizations started a shuttle bus to promote the war against drinking and driving. The Senate brought this issue up at a recent meeting and decided to support the Greeks in any way possible in regards to the bus service. If any members of the Greek community have any issues that they feel are important to the campus they can either come to our Senate meeting at 4 pm on Wednesdays or have the issue brought up to our two Senate representatives at the Greek "Roundtable Meetings."

Questions? Comments? Concerns?
E-Mail the Student Senate at Senate@bryant.edu

Freshman Class Update

Kate MacDonald
Freshman Class Chair

On Monday, October 20, 1997 the Freshmen Class held a meeting in the Hall 15 lobby to discuss fundraising and volunteers for Parents and Family Weekend. The Freshman Class fundraiser was cups of hot and cold apple cider. The Freshman Class made a profit of 30 dollars. We hope to have more successful fundraisers this year. Several ideas have been brought to my attention and will be discussed at future meetings. The next Freshmen Class Meeting will be on Monday, November 17, 1997. The time is to be announced. The Freshmen Senators encourage all to attend; the issues discussed at these meetings effect every member of our class. All freshmen should mark their calendars!

Have a Campus Concern??? Missed Last Week’s Senate Meeting??? Visit the STUDENT SENATE on the INTERNET!!!
at "http://www.bryant.edu/~senate"
Now appearing in every week’s Archway will be a new Senate article entitled, “SETTING THE STANDARD FOR YOU.” Basically this article is the result of the campus-wide campaign Senate held in early October. Each Senator went out and spoke with over 900 students, that is an astounding 41% of the student body. And thanks to the students feedback Senate has formulated THREE Strategic Goals.

When formulating our goals the Senate was divided in three units, the offense, the defense, and the special teams in order to complete our entire team. As in the game of football, all three units of the complete team must work on their specialized area, but also must be able to bring it all together in order to win the big game. Our big game may not be played in a physical stadium, however is played every day when we work on accomplishing our goals.

The three goals are listed below. Look for this new article every week for an update on the progress of all three goals. Senate is working hard to make sure that these goals become a reality for you. Again thanks for your feedback and come visit us on Wednesday afternoons at 4 p.m. in Papitto.

GOAL 1: Total Evaluation of the Food Services (Defense)
If successful: We will have established a long-term plan for Senate to fully evaluate customer satisfaction. We will also establish a complete analysis of present food operations and policies.

GOAL 2: Examine the Allocation Process of the Student Activity Fee (Offense)
If successful: Students will feel that the student activity fee is adequate and appropriately allocated.

GOAL 3: To Develop a Faculty Advising System (Special Teams)
If successful: Starting with the class of 2002 every student is given a full-time faculty advisor upon choosing a major.

Francis Doehner, Student Senate President

"Change for the sake of change is not a good idea, change because it will make our lives or the lives of future students at Bryant better is what we are working for...we as a Senate are here for you."

Can’t Make the SENATE Meeting???
Watch the STUDENT SENATE on Channel 34 every Wednesday at 7pm!!!
The Junction Café

Thanksgiving Wrapper
A meal in a wrap!!
Enjoy freshly sliced turkey wrapped with herb stuffing, cranberry sauce, lettuce, and mayonnaise!
Only around for the holidays!!

Chicken Scampi Pizza
Italy's best brought to Bryant!!
Grilled chicken, diced tomatoes, red onions, and a special blend of Romano and Mozzarella cheeses generously applied to a zesty garlic butter base.
Bring a little Italian into your life!!

WE DELIVER!!
OPEN NIGHTLY TILL 2AM!!
233 - 8981
WHY WOKE WHEN CAN WE DO IT FOR YOU?
ASK ABOUT OUR AMAZING ONLY SPECIALS!!

Pizza Soda Deal!!
1 MEDIUM 12" F-TOPPED PIZZA & 2 COKES
ONLY $6.50
STILL BRYANT'S BEST DEAL!!
233 - 8981

Super Sub Deal!!
ANY OVERSTUFFED SANDWICH WITH 1/2 FOUNT FRIES AND A COKE!!
ONLY $5.75
TRY THE NEW
Thanksgiving Monster
WAS THEY LIKE MUM USED TO MAKE!!

Gourmet Pizza Deal!!
HALF OFF ANY LARGE GOURMET PIZZA WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE GOURMET PIZZA AT REGULAR PRICE!!
TRY THE NEW SCALAMACI!!

OUR WILDLY POPULAR THANKSGIVING WRAPPERS ARE HERE!!

Beta Theta Pi
AJ Costa
Alumni weekend went well; it was nice to see a lot of them again. We would like to thank them all for all of their kind donations. I would like to congratulate the Beta football team, as they were pinned in a must-win situation this week to make the playoffs and pulled through Monday against Phi-Kap. Good luck to them in the playoffs.

Last week we started our involvement with the Junior Achievement of Rhode Island; nice job by Wilson, Ston, and Boyd for their effort. We would like to thank all of the organizations that attended our Risk Management Seminar last Wednesday. Nice job by Monte and Veo in its organization. All of us would like to congratulate Cobb, as it was his 21st birthday last Saturday.

Last week, Cobb swam from G3 to G1. Pudd got larger. Ball had an obsession with the afghan. Smitty and Cobb were playing with his feet. Soon enough, Lark will be dancing around laughing at all of us. And Cobb never got the spoon that he wanted.

Delta Zeta
Joel Gardosik
While the floor was a little shaky this past week, a new philanthropy was developed by one of our returning alumni. "Food for the Hungry." On behalf of everyone, thanks to F-Sharp for stopping by this weekend and irritating all those who wear freshman hats.

In sports, our 'B' team somehow managed to make the playoffs (we'll see how long that lasts), not to mention finishing in first place. In other sporting events, Knuckles and Walt were victorious, while the hero didn't do more than break a heart. The victory did, however, take a toll on Walt, from what the theo-thieves (and he do lost). And surprisingly, even 'ten dollars down the drain' came out on top, thanks to Huey, while 'Certain Brothers' did in fact go down the drain. Here's another real shocker, Broadway and Scrapy were MIA this weekend. There was a little bit of screaming coming from Jobu's room on Friday night, it being Halloween and all. Grandpa gave up his best friend Red Dog for the youth he never had. Finally, even computer illiterate Jobu managed to see some familiar faces while surfing the net this past week.

Quote of the Week: What...?
Do I look rough? - Searles

Tip of the Week: Don't waste your time on a tournament when you have a broken wrist and don't play to begin with.

Delta Kappa Tau
Ryan Piscitella
We would like to welcome everyone back from summer vacation and hope that everyone is excited to get back to classes. Since its been so long, we are all a little rusty... Every sister has candy to sell for only $1.00 each. Help support us!! Congrats to Jayne's Choose-great job!!

We had a fabulous weekend. Some of us spoke up KP's floor, along with our Beautiful Superstar manager. Also, thanks to Phi Kap for Friday. Nice Job to all who helped put the Dungeon Party together. We all had a blast. Thanks to all Alumni who visited: Joker, Preslee, Apollo, Solei, Summer, Phoenix, Pisces, and Rigley.

Kasto would like to thank F-Rose, Alberto, and Santorelli for Saturday night. Caruso, Sorry for letting the cat out of the bag. -Joyce. Thanks to Nikali for filling the gaps - Carsus. Hey, Jen? PTA tonight! - Coley, I know what you're thinking, so don't even bother to tell me! Ah ol Skivins, I'm glad we talked.

The sisters would like to thank the wonderful yellow-bows for bringing us back our benches. We missed them very much; where else can you sleep between classes? Hey Angela, don't speak so soon next time! Well, that's it for now, my chicken nuggets. You'll see ALL of us this weekend — can't wait! Check ya later!!

MSU
Mark Sniffen
How is everyone doing? I hope everyone enjoyed their Halloween. Our upcoming events for the next couple of weeks are European Unity Day and the Great American Smokeout. If you are interested in helping out or seeing what MSU is about, the meetings are held in room 252 from 5 to 6 p.m., every Tuesday. And if anyone is interested, you may submit poetry, articles, essays, pictures, and editorials to Cultural Flavor, which is a monthly magazine put ou by MSU in The Archway. Hope to see you there!

Phi Sigma Sigma
Valerie Arul
Hello! I hope everyone had a good week. Congratulations and good luck to Sabara, Jenn, Esl, Cassie, and Sprite on their interviews. Congratulations also to Babs and Ann for their internships at KPMG Peat Marwick. Wallie's Irish man is finally here. Have fun, Jen. We hope everyone had a Happy Halloween. We would like to thank TKE for the best Halloween party ever. Thanks to Sabara for planning Saturday night, our Fall Harvest Moon Dance. A good time was had by all, especially Sunshine. Till next week!!
SPB

Anthony Strong

Has everyone found or her dates for the upcoming semi-formal, "Superwoman Floating Around"? Well, if not, you better get to it because Fall Week is ending soon! Kicking off the weekend on November 14 will be the semi-formal dance, which will be held at the College Heights Ballroom. Tickets are being sold at the info desk for $10. On November 15 will be the BIG semi-formal dance/cruise from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Tickets for the dance are being sold at the info desk for $32 each or $60 for the entire event. If you can't buy in bulk (just in case you are bringing more than one date)!

Lost weekend, we showed the summer blockbuster "Jurassic Park II: The Lost World," at which we had another good showing. Congratulations go out to Steve Lazarus for winning the Bryant College hat, donated by the College bookstore. Look forward to the upcoming movie "The Addams Family" starring Nicholas Cage and John Travolta, which will be playing on Fall Weekend.

Heading this weekend is SPB's yearly trip to the NACA conference. Last year, the student programming board blew away other programming boards from around the country with their clever events including most school spirit. We are hoping to defend our title this year!

Anthony's Jimmy Buffett song of the week is "Tryin' to Reason with Hurricane Season," due to the fact that he and his roommates are attending Nicholas Cage and John Travolta, which will be playing on Fall Weekend.

For more information on events, please go to the SPB bulletin board. NACC meetings, held every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in Papito, are open to everyone, so come and see what SPB is all about.

Tau Espylon Phi
Barrow Horowitz

Hey everybody. Hope you had a great holiday. Some of us haven't been an article recently, our other publicist forgot how to read and write, although he never did it much to begin with.

Thanks to Tri Sig, DZ, Theta, Phi Sig and Rugby for showing us a good time this semester. The Duke students from two weekends ago and put some purp in the glass. We also had visits from Kels, El Duke and Stripes this past Friday night, but Ridley was nowhere to be found. Porter also had a hermit this weekend and some activities, including some meetings, and exams coming up; good luck.

For more information on events, please go to the SPB bulletin board. NACC meetings, held every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in Papito, are open to everyone, so come and see what SPB is all about.

SOPHOMORE YEAR

Superwoman Floating Around, too.

Currently, our football team is in dumping near the old town houses. Stretch on Thursday night, but Riley and Smith was MIA on Saturday night. Young found out that Oscar had visitors from Kei's, EI Duche and publisher forgot how to read and 1st place. We had a great game on, so come and see what SPB is all about. The movie "Facing's" starring Nicholas Cage is very good. Please call SPB at X 6118. Our meeting is open to everyone about.

II: The Lost World" at which we had another good showing. Congratulations go out to Steve Lazarus for winning the Bryant College hat, donated by the College bookstore. Look forward to the upcoming movie "The Addams Family" starring Nicholas Cage and John Travolta, which will be playing on Fall Weekend.

Heading this weekend is SPB's yearly trip to the NACA conference. Last year, the student programming board blew away other programming boards from around the country with their clever events including most school spirit. We are hoping to defend our title this year!

Anthony's Jimmy Buffett song of the week is "Tryin' to Reason with Hurricane Season," due to the fact that he and his roommates are attending Nicholas Cage and John Travolta, which will be playing on Fall Weekend.

For more information on events, please go to the SPB bulletin board. NACC meetings, held every Monday at 4:30 p.m. in Papito, are open to everyone, so come and see what SPB is all about.
CAMPUS SCENE

1998 SHADOW PROGRAM

during winter break!!

Visit a graduate for a day at their worksite or conduct an informational interview through e-mail or 800 number to gather facts about a profession you are curious about.

Examples of listings

- State Street Bank
- Coopers & Lybrand LLP
- Texas Instruments, Inc.
- WLYF/WMJX/WAXY
- US Tennis Association
- Boston Scientific Corp.
- People Magazine, Time, Inc.
- Boston, MA
- Hartford, CT
- Attleboro, MA
- Miami, FL
- Harrison, NY
- Natick, MA
- New York, NY

Sign-up for an 20 minute informational session during the week of November 10 with Barbara Gregory if you are interested in participating.

United Way

Cathy Lalli

Busy people with hectic lives and demanding schedules are the people that we count on to get things done. So far, 158 of our colleagues have taken the time to generously contribute to programs and agencies dedicated to helping others. Donations from the Bryant community total over $13,000 to date for the United Way and the Fund for Community Progress.

Employees who have contributed are eligible for frequent drawings of donated prizes. On October 16th, Marilyn Fair won a family pass to Roger Williams Zoo, and Bill Brew received a one-year pass to the Bryant Fitness Center. Lucky winners on October 29 were Phyllis Schumacher, who won a family pass to Roger Williams Zoo, and Gail Valentine, who received a membership to the Bryant Fitness Center.

It’s not too late to be eligible for future drawings. Payroll deduction might be a convenient option for some contributors. Donor forms may be obtained from and returned to any of the committee members: Karen Barrett and Rosanne Dana (Co-Chairs), Bev Daignault, Coni Ficher, Cathy Lalli, Keith Murray, Joe Pratt, Mary Prescott, and Gail Valentine. Donors who contribute by Monday, November 17, will be eligible for additional drawings at the Thank-You Breakfast on Thursday, November 20.

As we start the last two weeks of our campaign for the United Way and the Fund for Community Progress, please make time in your busy life to celebrate giving. Take a moment to call a committee member for more information on how you can contribute.
Pointless and random thoughts on the wide world of sports.

By Due Tien

Well I wasn’t surprised to see the Patriots lose again. It seems that once this team has to play a team with a winning record they lose. The Bears, Colts, Bills, and Chargers make most teams really scared. Do you think this would have happened if Bill Parcells was still here? Probably not considering he has the Jests in first place for the first time since 1989.

First place, yeah that’s just a typo.

But getting back to the Patriots, the secondary seems to be this team’s weakest link. Every single time they went through them, the Jets have not been able to handle passing situations.

The Jets also need to establish a running game as well. Curtis Martin was shuffled off to the Vikings. The only reason he finished with so many yards is that the Vikings were playing a passing defense late in the game and didn’t care if he ran the ball.

The way the rest of the schedule looks for the Jests, they might be sitting at home in January.

My grandma, your grandma, and everyone else’s grandma could have gained big yards. The Niners finally beat someone good even if it is the Jets. But at least the Cowboys got into the end zone once. Remember its baby steps.

It was good to John Elway pass 50,000 career total yards. He is a professional who deserves that distinction.

It’s nice to see the Bears get back on track and lose again. Although I was really scared when the Colts played a close game.

Poor Peyton Manning, instead of skipping his senior year and go pro, he decides to stay. Now the Bears or Colts will probably pick him up. He could have been playing under Bill Parcells and the FIRST PLACE Jests right now.

This weekend will be the biggest weekend of the year in college football. Four of the top five teams are going against each other to determine who should play Nebraska. The Huskies by the way, will be playing a division III opponent.

Make mine Penn State over Michigan because the Lions are at home. In Florida State over North Carolina because the Seminoles have the better defense and better offense.

Say what you want about the Celtics beating the Bulls, but the story is simple. The Bulls overlooked the Celtics and the Celtics got lucky.

Next time I don’t think the Bulls are going to make it close. But it must have been exciting to see Boston beat someone.

I would also like to mention that Shaq is a thug. Not only does Greg Ostertag love this reason in the playoffs on timeout, but also now he decides to deck him.

The real reason behind the slap apparently was because Ostertag aid Thi has got to rank him among the best in the league.

I think he has made Tiger Woods play golf the other day. I still don’t look as good as he should be.

Is David Duval hot or what? This is like his third straight win.

And how dumb is Mike Tyson? He doesn’t even have a motorcycle license and goes out joy riding and gets hurt. Stupid man with lots of money is not a good combination.

Just so you what I am thinking...

The Archway is looking for sports reporters to cover the men’s and women’s basketball season.

Best Performers

Isaac Bruce (St. Louis Rams)- Caught two touchdowns and over 200 yards in a losing effort.

John Elway (Denver Broncos)- Pass the 50,000 total yard mark on Sunday.

Antoine Walker (Boston Celtics)- Played a very good game against the world champions.

Joe Sakic (Colorado Avalanche)- Ten goals in 12 games is pretty darn good.

Fred Lane (Caroline Panthers)- Back-up run for 147 yards against the Raiders.

David Duval (Golf)- Won 700,000 grand after winning the Tour Championship.

Ray Allen (Miami Judge)- Has passed 20 points or more for first three games.

Worst Performers

Chris Granton (Philadelphia Flyers)- It might be time to start earning the big signing bonus.

New England Patriots (Football)- They just can’t beat a good team.

Chicago Bears (Football)- At least they lose to everybody.

Indiana Colts (Football)- At least they don’t lose everybody by beating someone.

Shaquille O’Neal (Los Angeles Lakers)- The big thing slaps a guy.

Allen Iverson (Philadelphia 76ers)- Misses first game because of suspension, than goes out the next game and commits seven turnovers.

Best and Worst of the Week

By Due Tien

Best Performers

Isaac Bruce (St. Louis Rams)- Caught two touchdowns and over 200 yards in a losing effort.

John Elway (Denver Broncos)- Pass the 50,000 total yard mark on Sunday.

Antoine Walker (Boston Celtics)- Played a very good game against the world champions.

Joe Sakic (Colorado Avalanche)- Ten goals in 12 games is pretty darn good.

Fred Lane (Caroline Panthers)- Back-up run for 147 yards against the Raiders.

David Duval (Golf)- Won 700,000 grand after winning the Tour Championship.

Ray Allen (Miami Judge)- Has passed 20 points or more for first three games.

Worst Performers

Chris Granton (Philadelphia Flyers)- It might be time to start earning the big signing bonus.

New England Patriots (Football)- They just can’t beat a good team.

Chicago Bears (Football)- At least they lose to everybody.

Indiana Colts (Football)- At least they don’t lose everybody by beating someone.

Shaquille O’Neal (Los Angeles Lakers)- The big thing slaps a guy.

Allen Iverson (Philadelphia 76ers)- Misses first game because of suspension, than goes out the next game and commits seven turnovers.

Athlete’s Corner: Men’s Golf, Senior Co-captain Steve Keller

Gayle Zahnke Assistant Sports Editor

Hometown: Woodstock, Connecticut
High School: Woodstock Academy
Number of Years Played Golf: 10

When and where did you first get interested in playing golf?

A couple of my friends that I played baseball with played golf, and I went with them a few times. They got me interested in it at an early age. From there, I just started playing more and more, but didn’t get serious until I was about sixteen.

What is a typical practice like and how long does it last?

It varies. When we practice at school, we go out and play a round. From the time we leave school to the time we get back is usually about five and half hours.

Do you play much in the summer? If so, do you feel that this playing time is a big component of your success this year?

The summer is when you do more of your practicing. You might go out and hit balls for three hours in the morning and then put for an hour or two. You may not even play any actual holes of golf that day. This is when you do most of your improving, also. During the summer, 20% of your time is practicing, and the other 30% is actually playing time at competitive tournaments.

Who was the person who taught you how to practice correctly?

The professional at Raceway Golf Club in Thompson Connecticut was the person who motivated me to practice. He taught me the difference between improving and just hitting ball with out I ammin .

What did you get involved with the Bryant program?

I was looking for a New England school to transfer to from New Mexico State. While I was playing over the summer, I was recruited by Coach Boudet. After asking around and finding out how successful the Bryant program was, I decided to look into the school.

What is important in a good golf coach?

A golf coach needs to be a good motivator. Because there is no strategy changes within a game, Coach Boudet needs to have us practice and be able to execute during tournaments. Over my two years at Bryant, he has taught me a lot about not giving up and learning how to win. These are two of the most important things that I have ever learned.

What is the most rewarding aspect of golf for you?

I think the most rewarding part is when the team pulls together and everyone plays as well as they can in order to win, especially when we are way behind and people have kind of counted us out of the tournament.

What were your goals for the year? Did you meet them?

Our team goals for the year were to win the NE-10 and qualify for the NCAA regionals in the spring. Unfortunately, we came in second at the NE-10. But we did finish well in our remaining tournaments, including winning the New England,s, which qualified us for the regionals. We ended up meeting one of two of our goals. Our second semester goal is to qualify for the NCAA finals.

What is your feeling about Tiger Woods and the increasing popularity of golf?

I think Tiger’s success is probably the most important thing that has happened to golf in the past twenty or thirty years. He has gotten a lot of kids interested in the game, which is where the future is. I think he has also done a really great job of keeping things in perspective and giving back to the community.

What does the team do for fun?

We play amongst each other a lot. The seniors will take on the rest of the team; it is a fun thing for us. It is fun when Coach comes out and plays with us, although he usually wins or complains if he doesn’t.

We get together as a team once in a while for dinner or something and just relax.

Top Ten

By Due Tien

Top Ten reasons why the Jets are better than the Patriots.

1. Bill Parcells

2. They don’t choke when they have to play someone good.

3. They don’t have Curtis Martin...

4. Keyshawn is better than Terry Glenn.

5. The Jets don’t have a marshmallow secondary.

6. Drew Bledsoe is on his back half the time.

7. The Jets are from Jersey, ’nuff said.

8. Pete Carroll.

9. New England fans are too busy leaving the stadium to help out.

10. The Jets have heart.
Sports

Dewey’s record performance sparks Men Soccer

Gayle Zahnke
Assistant Sport Editor
with John White, SID

The rainy, miserable weather did not stop Bryant’s men soccer team on Saturday, as they ended their season with an impressive 4-0 defeat over American International College. Senior co-captain Jared Dewey scored two goals to break Bryant’s career goal-scoring record. Dewey, who owns the school single-season mark for goals (16 in 1996), scored his 34th career goal just 16:43 into the first half, to break Silverio Araujo’s record of 33. Dewey tallied career-goal number 35 at 9:30. Dewey, who added an assist on freshman Chris Herr, scored his 35th career goal just 16:43 into the first half, give Bryant its last goal for the year. The Bulldogs registered a team-record with 42 goals this season. The previous mark of 40 was established in 1986, and equaled in 1991. Senior Matt Wojtas also had a good performance with five saves.

The six soccer seniors—Dewey, Wojtas, co-captain Scott Mann, Mark Gollwitzer, Mark Sokolinski, and Craig Arling—played with pride and heart to close out their collegiate careers. “No one was standing up for it emotionally and told the team that we were playing to win our last game,” Mann said.

The Bulldogs closed out their season 7-7-2, 2-5-2 in the NE-10, while AIC falls to 3-15, 0-8 in the NE-10. Dewey was impressed with Bryant’s improvement over the past few years, noting their 1-14 season three years ago: “Coach Seamus has done a great job with recruiting, increasing our intensity in practices and games, and everything in general. The program is only going to get better from here.”

FRIDAY’S RESULTS: Bryant 3, St Rose (NY) 0 (15-12, 15-4, 15-4)

MVP CARVALHO LEADS BRYANT TO HALLOWEEN CLASSIC TITLE
Senior Jennifer Carvalho (East Providence, RI/East Providence) recorded her NCAA Division II leading sixth triple-double (50 assists, 14 kills, 11 digs) of the season, as Bryant defeated Mercy (NY) College, 3-1, in the championship match of the 13th annual Bryant Volleyball Halloween Classic. Carvalho earns her second consecutive Halloween Classic Most Valuable Player award. The victory gives Bryant its third straight tournament title and avenges Mercy’s 3-0 victory over the Bulldogs Friday night. It also keeps Bryant’s NCAA Division II Tournament hopes alive.

This was a weekend of milestones for Bryant. Saturday’s semi-final win over Sacred Heart marks the fifth time in six seasons the Bulldogs (21-11, 7-2 NE-ALL) have won 20 matches.

Peggy Stead, LIU-C.W. Post

Trisha Moore, Sacred Heart

Jennifer Daniels, Franklin Pierce

Janet Rooney, Bryant

MVP: Jennifer Carvalho, Bryant

DEWEY NAMED NORTHEAST-10 PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Senior forward Jared Dewey is the Northeast-10 Conference Men’s Soccer Player of the Week.

WOMEN’S SOCCER RANKED 8TH IN NSCAA NEW ENGLAND POLL

The Bryant women’s soccer team is ranked eighth in this week’s National Soccer Coaches Association Division II New England Poll. This marks the first time the Bulldogs have been ranked this season. After a 2-8 start, the Bulldogs (8-9, 3-6 NE-10) closed out the season winning six of seven. The Bulldogs’ eight wins this season fall one shy of the school record of nine, established in 1987.

WOMEN’S SOCCER-BRYANT 2, AIC 0

(Springfield, MA)-Junior Kathy Harrison and freshman Danielle Poitras each scored a goal in Bryant’s 2-0 blanking of AIC Saturday.

Deb Kerr posted the shutout in net, making six saves.

AIC
0 0 - 0

BRYANT
0 2 - 2

1st half:
No scoring

2nd half:
B-Kathy Harrison (Sarah Barkle), 50:00
B-Danielle Poitras (Eileen Flaherty), 80:00

Saves: B-Deb Kerr (6); AIC-Sandy Roggio (10)

CROSS-COUNTRY:
BRYANT’S ROLLOFF FIFTH AT NE-10 CHAMPIONSHIP

(Comchester, VT)-Junior Matt Roloff (South Portland, ME/South Portland) finished in fifth place (27:20.0) and senior Shawn Nassaean (Pawtucket, RI/Pawtucket) finished 11th (27:47.7) to lead the Bryant men’s cross country team to a third-place finish at the Northeast-10 Conference Championship held at St. Michael’s College. Based on his top five finish, Roloff is a first-team NE-10 All-conference choice. Nassaean is named to the second team.

On the women’s side, senior Jackie Ely (Bohemia, NY/Connetquot) turned in a sixth-place finish (20:58.0), followed by freshman Jennifer Ceolinski (seventh-21:00.5), a Blackstone, MA native and Bellingham HS grad. Both runners are first-team all-conference selections.

Athlete of the Week

Jared Dewey

In his final collegiate game Saturday against American International College, Dewey scored twice in the own 9:30 to become Bryant’s all-time leading scorer (35 goals). He later added an assist to finish his career with 79 points, one shy of the school record of 80 points, established by Silverio Araujo in 1986-1988.
He made a statement by passing the bar.

Not entering one.
Movie Review:

**Gattaca**

Gattaca takes place in a future where genetic engineering is prevalent. Parents design their children to be the best possible person; their genes can create. Those who have not been genetically engineered (referred to in the movie as "God children") are discriminated against by society. They are not considered adequate to perform skilled jobs and are therefore forced to perform society's menial jobs, no matter how intelligent they may be. Ethan Hawke plays Vincent, one of these "God children." He has dreams of traveling into space, but despite his interest, enthusiasm and expertise in the field, these dreams are impossible for him to fulfill due the lack of acceptance of his imperfect genes. It is these imperfections that make him an unacceptable candidate for entrance into Gattaca, the prestigious space center.

In hopes of finding a way to fulfill his dreams, Vincent leaves behind his home and his name in exchange for those of a genetically superior being. This man, although genetically perfect, has suffered from a paralyzing injury and is unable to make use of his prestigious genes. The movie is primarily about Vincent's quest to keep himself from being discovered as an impostor long enough for him to gain entrance to the Gattaca space program and travel into space.

During Vincent's time at Gattaca, he meets Irene, played by Uma Thurman, and a romance ensues. The characters are not developed well enough for the relationship to mean much to the viewer, and so it becomes a rather unnecessary and underdeveloped aspect of the film. Another relationship that is explored is that of Vincent and his genetically superior brother. There is an intense competition between the two of them, but it is a very one-dimensional kind of relationship. Again, because the characters are not well-developed, we get a very shallow understanding of their relationship and rivalry. None of Gattaca's characters were well-developed, which makes it difficult to feel for them or react to their situations.

Gattaca was in many aspects a science fiction film. In my opinion, two necessities of science fiction are suspense and action. Action simply lacked; there was little movement in the film. Suspense was more present in the form of Vincent's secret identity, that he always feared would be discovered, and also in the form of a murder. However, the mystery of the murder was not sufficiently played up. It had potential but was not developed enough to cause the edge of your seat thrill that audiences have come to expect from science fiction.

I am a big fan of both Ethan Hawke and Uma Thurman, which is the major reason I chose this movie. They both acted well and looked wonderful, which made the movie semi-interesting to me; however, if Uma and Ethan were replaced with unknowns, the movie wouldn't be worth seeing.

---

**The Devil's Advocate**

starring: Al Pacino and Keanu Reeves

*** (out of Four)

What if the devil was your father?

For Keanu Reeves, that was the case. Reeves plays a young, hotshot lawyer who has never lost a case in Florida. He found ways of winning even when the situation seemed bleak. Thanks to his resourceful in the courtroom, Reeves and his wife get the dream offer of a lifetime— a chance at New York City. From there, the tales of these two lives are amazing to watch. Reeves get sucked into the inner circles of a law firm that is run by the devil. Al Pacino plays an outstanding role, as he slowly tries to draw Reeves into the darkness of mankind.

The ending of this movie gives the audience another view at the different actions that Reeves can take. The movie tries to illustrate that point man is basically good in nature but has several qualities that can be exploited by the other side. In the end, the audience will never know as to exact what will happen.

Rated R for profanity, sex, and violence. 130 minutes.